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Intelligent hydraulic power units: Networkable and 
energy-efficient  
New ABPAC series from Rexroth makes hydraulics ready for open data 
exchange 

 
The ABPAC series is prepared for Industry 4.0 

The new hydraulic power unit series ABPAC from Rexroth fully reflects 
electrification and Industry 4.0. Being provided with decentralized 
intelligence and optional sensor packages, the power units 
continuously acquire all operational states and communicate via open 
interfaces with higher control levels or authorized smartphones and 
tablet PCs. Variable-speed pump drives Sytronix cut energy 
consumption by up to 80 percent. 

Configuring online, exchanging data via open interfaces, sensing operational 
states continuously: In networked automation of the future, hydraulics feature 
the same intelligence and communication capability as electric drives. In the 
new hydraulic power unit series ABPAC Rexroth already turned this 
requirement into reality.  

Thanks to the interface technology of Open Core Engineering the power units 
fit seamlessly and future-proof into horizontally and vertically networked 
production environments. An integrated, universally usable sensor package 
continuingly acquires all relevant system states of the power unit: Degree of 
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clogging of filters, oil quality, sensors for working, suction and accumulator 
pressure, oil level and various temperatures. ABPAC makes sensor data, 
system variables and derived status messages available to standardized 
interfaces. The user can read these messages out over the Ethernet bus 
either via the machine control or an integrated web browser – wireless from a 
smartphone or a tablet PC.  

Energy-efficient drive technology  

All power units are designed for the use of variable-speed pump drives 
Sytronix FcP. They reduce the speed in partial load operation in line with 
demand and cut the energy requirement of hydraulics by up to 80 percent. 
Moreover, it is also possible to integrate drives of the Sytronix SvP family, in 
which the special requirements of fluid power technology are already taken 
into account in the software of these intelligent drives. The commissioning 
and diagnosis tools for them are identical to those for electric axes from 
Rexroth. 

With tank capacities of 100 to 400 liters, the ABPAC series meets the 
requirements of all common hydraulic applications. The hydraulic basic 
functions are already integrated in a multi-function block. It features 
additionally an interface to further, standardized hydraulic control assemblies. 
Users can compose their desired power unit online on the basis of the world’s 
greatest hydraulics and electrohydraulics program for industrial applications. 
The online tool guides the user on the basis of technical key data and 
suggests suitable assemblies. Directly after the configuration is completed, 
the program provides a complete documentation package.  

ABPAC are suitable for the entire spectrum of applications of hydraulics in 
stationary machines, from cutting machine tools and woodworking through to 
presses or plastics machinery. 

Economical, precise, safe, and energy efficient: drive and control technology from Bosch 

Rexroth moves machines and systems of any size. The company bundles global application 

experience in the market segments of Mobile Applications, Machinery Applications and 

Engineering, Factory Automation, and Renewable Energies to develop innovative components 

as well as tailored system solutions and services. Bosch Rexroth offers its customers 

hydraulics, electric drives and controls, gear technology, and linear motion and assembly 

technology all from one source. With locations in over 80 countries, roughly 36,700 associates 

generated sales revenue of approximately 5.7 billion euros in 2013.  

To learn more, please visit www.boschrexroth.com 
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The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. According to 

preliminary figures, its roughly 290,000 associates generated sales of 48.9 billion euros in 

2014. Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial 

Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. The Bosch Group 

comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its more than 360 subsidiaries and regional companies in 

some 50 countries. If its sales and service partners are included, then Bosch is represented in 

roughly 150 countries. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales network is the 

foundation for further growth. In 2014, Bosch applied for some 4,600 patents worldwide. The 

Bosch Group’s strategic goal is to deliver innovations for connected life. Bosch improves 

quality of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. 

In short, Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” 

Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com and 

http://twitter.com/BoschPresse  


